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AIRBORNE RADAR MOTION COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES:
OPTIMUM ARRAY CORRECTION PATTERNS

INTRODUCTION

The airborne moving target indicator (AMTI) problem is really two problems. Be-
sides the usual MTI problem of designing doppler filters to detect targets of unknown
velocity, AMTI design must account for motion of the platform in relation to fixed ob-
jects (clutter).

It has been shown [1] that doppler processors can maximize the detection of moving
targets if the mean doppler shift of the clutter as well as the shape of the clutter spectrum
are known. To achieve maximum detection requires that the mean doppler shift be accounted
for in the design of the doppler filters.

The performance of the optimal filters is heavily dependent on the width of the
clutter spectrum. Doppler filters can be optimized for a wide clutter spectrum, but the
performance of such filters is worse than that of doppler filters optimized for narrower
clutter spectra. For this reason, any nonstochastic contributions to spectral width, such
as the effects of platform motion, must be removed.

Two systems for compensating platform motion are widely used today. Time Aver-
aged Clutter Coherent Airborne Radar (TACCAR) is a phase-locked system designed by
MIT Lincoln Laboratory to remove the average doppler shift of the clutter. In Ref. 2,
its limitations and a procedure for overcoming them are presented. The displaced Phase
Center Antenna (DPCA) system uses combined antenna/AMTI techniques to remove
spectral spreading caused by platform motion [3,41. This technique is evaluated in
Ref. 5 for a sine x antenna pattern and a perfect but unrealizable correction pattern. The
main problem is the design of the correction pattern. In this report, the relationship be-
tween any arbitrary array pattern and the corresponding optimum realizable correction
pattern is developed. The relationship is used as the basis of optimum correction patterns
for several array patterns, and the performances of theas patterns are compared with those
of theoretically perfect correction patterns.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The effects of platform motion are said to be perfectly corrected when the doppler
shifts of the returns from objects located anywhere within the antenna pattern are inde-
pendent of platform motion. Figure 1 shows the effect of platform motion on the ob-
served clutter spectrum. Figure la shows a relatively narrow zero-mean spectrum caused
by internal motion of the clutter or by radar instabilities. Figure lb shows the spectrum

Manuscript submitted January 12, 1976.
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0 DOPPLUAR FREQUENCY fd

(a) Fixed platform

(b) Moving platform

Fig. 1-Effect of platform motion on the observed clutter dopplk spectrum

as received through an antenna on a moving platform. The doppler shift of a finite

clutter patch is determined by the platform velocity and the angle between the platform

velocity vector and the direction to the clutter patch. The amplitude of the received

clutter eitergy is determined by the angle at which it is received through the antenna

pattern. The result is that the mean of the observed spectrum is determined by the

pointing angle of the antenna, and its shape by the antenna pattern as shown in Fig. lb.

TACCAR Correction

If a stationary scatterer is located at an angle (0s, 0,) with respect to the aircraft

velocity vector up, it has an apparent velocity -vp, as shown in Fig. 2.

Y

* VP

----- ----- ----- ----- ----

Fig. 2-Velocity rwlat.ionmhips [21
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S~The apparent velocity of the object has a normal component,

-U , - u c o s 0 , o s (, 1

and a tangential component,

v= -vp sin 0, cos .b,

The doppler shift of a return from this object is approximately

fd = -2 -•" 4,
where

ft is transmitted frequency

c is propagation velocity.

If the axis of the antenna pattern is pointing in a direction (0,, 0.) with respect to

the aircraft velocity vector, and if the object is at an angle (0, 0) to the axis of the antenna
pattern, then

0 =0. +0

so that

vn = -VPcos 0, cos (0, + 0),

or

2u
fd -- cos , (cos0, cos 0 - sin 0. sin 0),

where X ft/C. If we assume isotropic and homogeneous clutter, the doppler shift, aver-
aged over a symmetrical antenna pattern, is

U

fd = fd' 0 0 = cos sCOs 0a.

With TACCAR, fd is estimated and subtracted from fd to give a corrected doppler of

fd -Id -fd,

', which when expanded leads to

Vp

fd -" 2- cos 0s [cos 0a(cos 0 - 1)- sin 0, sin 0] (1)

if the estimate of fd is without error. Reference 2 describes a method for making the
error as small as necessary.

.* I. .: .-*** I , .



oG. A. ANDREWS, JR. i
The effect of platform motion on the received clutter spectrum was shown in Fig. 1.

The result of the TACCAR correction is to shift the spectrum in Fig. lb to a zero mean
value. Remaining is a spectrum, centered at zero doppler frequency, whose shape is deter.
mined by the antenna pettern.

Correcting for Spectral Spreading

After the TACCAR correction, an object at angle 0 with respect to the center of the
antenna pattern has a residual doppler frequency given by Eq. (1). Previously, correction
patterns have been designed to correct only over the main lobe of the antenna pattern,
and the antenna design has been such that the contribution due to side lobes is small
enough to permit the desired radar performance [5]. This report presents a technique
for minimizing the total clutter residue averaged over all angles. The number of degrees
of freedom for an array pattern design is determined by the number of elements in the
array. This procedure uses these degrees of freedom to design for optimal balance be-
tween low sidelobes of the correction pattern and accuracy of the pattern over the main
lobe.

A 12-element antenna array with omnidirectional elements at 0.5-wavelength spacing
was used to illustrate the effect of platform motion on the cancellation of clutter. The
pattern for this array is shown in Fig. 3. A Gaussian clutter spectrum is used:

W(f) = W0 exp (-f 2 /2U2). (2)

S:.L -. L __ .... ...

I3

-t -23II

7:) *2 .:34 K, -~ 'I l3 '3r i -l ? 'i

F ý!, T Of q :LFNINA PAT Ift!IN

* *. Fig. 3-Mean-squared antenna pattern for a 12-element. array with
omnidirectional elements at 0.5-wavelength spacing
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For isotropic, homogeneous clutter, neither W0 nor a, is a function of the angle with
respect to the antenna pattern; a. is the standard deviation of the clutter spectrum. The
level of clutter power received at an angle 0 to the center of the pattern is determined
by the two-way antenna power gain at that angle;

W(fO) -IG(O)1 4W(f), (3)

where G(0) is the antenna pattern. The expression I G(0)i4 represents the two-way power
gain. This relation between clutter power and angle, when averaged over all frequencies
and normalized to the center of the antenna pattern, is illustrated by the curve labeled
"input" in Fig. 4.

The cancellation ratio is given by the ratio of input clutter power to output clutter
power averaged over all frequencies. The output clutter power for a single canceler is
given by

Co(O) = 4 f. sin 2 (rfT) W(f, 0) df

where T is the reciprocal of the PRF. Since at this point the radar is assumed to be on a

stationary platform, only the amplitude, and not the shape, of this spectrum is a function
of angle, and the cancellation ratio of an MTI canceler is not a function of the angle.

N(6 Or C , I CI 10 :3, ?N0

Input

-20I \o•put

rJ /
1 0

S-70 '(\I

-30 V 4 ,I

0 +90

Fig. 4--Clutter power at the input and output of an MTI canceler with no platform
motion. The clutter spectral with a is 0.01 times the radar PRF.
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£his is demonstrated by the output curve in Fig. 4, which shows a constant 24-dB can-

cellation ratio when oa of Eq. (2) is 0.01 times the pulse repetition frequency (PRF).

When the effect of platform motion is included, the clutter spectra of Eqs. (2) and

(3) become

W'(f) - Woexp[--(f- 6f) 2 /2o2] (4a)

W '(f, 0) - '(0)1 2 W (f). (4b)

The mean doppler frequency f• is given by Eq. (1). The derivative of Eq. (1) with re- .

spect to 0 is a maximum at 0a 90', assuming that 0 is limited to relatively small values,

corresponding to the main lobe of the antenna. Therefore the width of the clutter spec-

trumn due to platform motion is a maximum when the antenna is pointing 90c with re-

spect to vp. The resulting clutter cancellation for this worst case is shown in Fig. 5 for

the following conditions:

Oa 90go

Vp cos 0,/X = 0.7 X PRF,

= 0.01 X PRF.

From Fig. 5 we see that at 0 = 0' the cancellation ratio is 24 dB, since fi is zero at

0 = 0. This is comparable to 24 dB at all angles in Fig. 4 for no platform motion. At

other angles, the cancellation of Fig. 5 deteriorates quickly, even becoming negative in

the sidelobes.

The average cancellation ratio is given by

"/T
f rr ) dO

CR
•f 

C R Co(O) dO

ir

"where

Ci(0) = W'(f, o) dO

S" C0 (0) 4 sin2(7TfT)W'(f,,0' df.
"-0000

The average cancellation ratio is 8.5 dB for the above conditions as compared to 24 dB

for no platform motion. The objective is to design an auxiliary antenna pattern that

when used with the primary pattern minimizes this loss.

6
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When a signal v(t) is transmitted through a pattern Gt(O), reflected by a scatterer
located at an angle 0 to the normal axis, and received by the N elements of Fig. 6, the
received signal at the nth element is

" y,= u1v(t) Gt(0) E(0) axp U(w,~ + wp~) t] exrp [j N-j+-1 - n) ~](5)

where 3Y = Aeds represents the unknown amplitude and phase of the received signal, Ws
the doppler shift of the scatterer, and cop the doppler shift due to platform motion after
the TACCAR correction. Also,

Cop 2 w fd, (6)

where fd is given by Eq. (1). The value of q, the phase shift between elements, is given
by

2 rd sin0 , (7)

where Xt is the wavelength of the transmitted signal.

The normal receive pattern is defined by a set of weights un applied to the outputs
of the elements and summed. The signals received through this pattern can be related to
the signals of Eq. (5) at each element and the corresponding weights un by

NSYrt M urlxn, (8)

n-1

If the transmitted signal v(t) is a series of radar pulses, the pulse-to-pulse phase ad-
vance of the received signal yr(t) due to platform motion is as shown in Fig. 7.

/I
YC2•.

.001

17 C

t yI t

b)

Fig. 7-Phasor representation of (a) pulse-to-puhe advance
and (h) platform motion compensation
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For each angle 0, the phase advance i? is given by

fT
"1? o 21rfý dt = wpT, (9)

where T is the interpulse period. To correct for this phase advance, correction signals
yI and Y,2 are added to the received signals, as shown. The objective here is to design
an auxiliary array pattern to pro-iide these correction signaJs. Ideally, the correction
would simply result in a phase shtxt of the received signals for each angle 0 across the
antenna pattern. Therefore, the desired corrected signals are

r i Ydl(t) = N (10)

where
i~~~~. xn Xe÷p/2;(1

i and
N

Yd2(/) = (12)
n-1

where

X wv1ne-PT2 . (13)

Adding the correction pattern y.I to yr(t) yields the actual corrected signal,

Y = Yr(t) + Y.I" (14)

The optimal correction pattern is such that the integral

f•12

f -- /2 Zydn - YI dO (15)
-n/2

is minimum. The correction signal can be expressed in terms of the weights of the cor-
rection pattern as

N

YI1 bnX. (16)
n-i

The weighis bn for the correction pattern must be selected to minimize Eq. (15). Using
matrix notation results in

19
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Yr UTX XTU, (7

whereF
U1  X

U2  X

UN X

and T represents the transpose of the matrixes.

Yci Bý.X =XTB', (8

where

b'2

and

YdI UTX' = XU, (19)
where

* Using Eqs. (14), (17) and (18) gives

y (UT+ BT)X XT(U4-B').

Expanding the integrand of Eq. (15) results in

IYdI Y12 lydi, +l I , d*, Y Ydl

10
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I~l y 2  1x*x U + (UT* + 1312?X*XT (U+EB)

-U*'*7,U+')- (U,*+B'X*X7,U.

If the above is integrated with respect to 0, Eq. (15) becomes

U* = LPiU + (U4 + B'7*?P, (U +B') U* (Px,'v(U +B') -(UT*+ B'2 )Pxx, U, (20)A

where

ni 2

II PX'X
1 *X'T dO is the autocorrelation matrix of X'

P firf
2

x - X*XJ. dO is the autocorrelation matrix of X

PX# xX"'XiT dO is the cross-correlation matrix of X' and X

P Ix' f X*XPT dO is the cross-correlation matrix of X and X'.
V -if /2

U From the above equations it can be seen that both autocorrelatlon matrixes are hermitian;
that is,

(PV' P

Also, the cross-correlation matrixes have the following relationship:

(Px. r 7 (22)-

The integral I is a minimum it

61 0
5bn

for all n.
81' }

-0

Differentiating Eq. (20) with respect to b', and setting the result equal to zero leads to

11
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(U ) - . 0. (23)

Differentiating Eq. (20) with respect to b'* leads to

Px(U+B') - P 0XU tý O. (24)

By taking the transposed complex conjugate of Eq. (23) and using Eqs. (21) and
(22), one obtains Eq. (24). Therefore Eqs, (23) and (24) are redundant and only one is
needed. If Eq. (24) is used the optimum weight vector is

PB'OPt = (PX' - PX)U. (25)

Equation (25) gives the relationship necessary for computing the optimum correction
pattern. Simplification of this equation follows.

The element (Nh, n 2) of the autocorrelatlnn matrix P, is

PXIýn IF/2 X*X d' * dOPx(fl., n2) f=~ ~ dn".a

ffr12

Using Eq. (5) yields
• 

r/

p.(ni in2) 171 2 V(t)1 2 IGg(O )12 1E(O)1 2,Je(n -n 2)d

. ' .... "I~l2,V(t)l2m,(nl,n2), (26)"

where mre(nh, n2 ) is recognized as an element of a covariance matrix if

C'T/2  
2 2

I 1 t(O)1 lE(W)1 dO 1. (27)

In the same way, element (n1 , n2 ) of the cross-correlation matrix Pxt is
'p. x,(n 2,n2) = IYt2,v(t)1 2m ,(n.1 n .), (28)

where

ir/2f IGe(O)j2 IE(O)12 el(4'TI2,J(nin2)~dO. (29)

Equation (29) represents an element of the cross-covariance matrix under the constraint
of Eq. (27). If Eqs. (26) and (28) are used, Eq. (26) becomes

12
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+•. , orMxBpt (MXX' MX) U !

or
B = (MXMxx - n)U. (30)

Equation (30) is the desired relationship for the weight vector of the optimuin correction
pattern. The vector U is the weight vector corresponding to the normal receive pattern.
The covariance matrix Mx is computed from

mx~~nv/ 2S j•- f ~ t/~E~le(n I-n2)OdO (31).
12/2

The cross-covariance matrix Mx,, is defined by'Eq. (29).

The optimum weight vector for the second correction pattern Y.2 of Fig. 7 can be
derived in the same way. This leads to

B'f = (M;,M "X -. 1) U, (32)

where the cross-covariance matrix Mxx' is computed from

m,,,(nl, n2) ff 2 J. Gf(e)1 21E(O)1j2e-iwp1'j/seJ(n 1 -n2)0 dO . (33a)
/12

Then

N
:".Y€2 bn " (33b)

n-i-

I . These two correction patterns minimize the effects of platform motion on an MTI
canceler.

EFFECTS OF OPTIMAL PATTERNS ON MTI PERFORMANCE

The following four examples illustrate the technique for designing platform motion-
correction patterns. The first is the sinc x pattern in Fig. 3. The second uses 12 omnidirec-
tional elements at 0.5-wavelength spacing and 34-dB Tschebychev weights. The third uses

£ 12 dipoleelements with 0.9-wavelength spacing and 34-dB Tschebychev weights. The fourth
uses 64 dipole elements with 0.5-wavelength spacing and 34.dB Tsche.ychev weights. In all
four cases, the. same pattern is used for both transmit and receive. The total receive patterns
will consist of these patterns plus the correction patterns defined by Eqs. (30) and (32).

Pattern I

This pattern (FiR. 3) is characterized by an array of 12 ornnidirectioijal elements at
0.5.wavelength spacing. The weights for the normal receive pattern mre uniform, so that

13
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u, 1.0, t=. 1, 2, 3, ,.,N.

SI Using Eq. (30), we compute weights for the first optimum correction pattern for the fol-
'I "[ lowing parameters: 9

00= 900

"Vp Cos 0,/X 0.7 X PRF. (34)

The resulting weights are real:

0.935
"0.404

-0.200
0.134

"-0.103
Boo 0.0869

oPt -0.0789 (35)
0.0779

-0.0869
0.124

-0.363
"L-1.210_

. These weights determine the correction pattern whose amplitude and phase character-
Suistics are shown in Fig. 8. When the weights Bopt for the second correction pattern are

computed in the same way; they are found to be related to the weights Bopt as follows:

i7= b 1_j+ 1 , i = 1, 2, ... , N.

The amplitude characteristics of the two patterns are the same and are shown in
Fig. 8. The phase characteristics of the two patterns are different, but the second is vcr*
nearly the negative of the first in phase,

These two patterns are used to correct an MTI canceler, as shown in Fig. 9. When

Gaussian clutter defined by Eq. (4) and

• 0.01 X PRF (36)

is applied to the input of this canceler, the relation of clutter cancellation to angle is as
plotted in Fig. 10. Comparing Fig. 10 with Fig. 4, which shows the results neglecting
platform motion, demonstrates that the motion compensation technique allows about
24 dB of clutter cancellation in the antenna main lobe. This corresponds to 24 dB at
all angles in Fig. 4. Therefore, there is no loss in main-lobe clutter cancellation if plat-
form motion is compensated for in this way. However, the output clutter level in the
sidelobes (Fig. 10) is actually higher than the input clutter level. This results in an aver-
age clutter cancellation ratio of 19.6 dB (a loss of about 4.4 dB). Comparing Fig. 10
with Fig. 5, which shows the results with no compensation, reveals that the total cancel-
lation ratio is improved by 11.1 dB. The 19.6-dB cancellation ratio is a maximum for
the selected parameters, and the lows of 4.4 dB results from sidelobe clutter.

* :14
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30 i0 /-
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• :Fig. Bb--Phaxe of the optimum platform motion correction pattern for the
'. antenna pattern of Fig. 3 and the parametemr of Eq. (34)
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YVa (')

Fig. 9-NITI canceler with platform motion compensation using the
correction pattorns defined by the weight vectors Ba tand B"

_20- outpvt

-'-30-

'u -~

I-

F RO!" TE j OF ýýNTENNP "P'TM .BN
Fig. 10 f-Clutter power at the input and output of an MTI canceler with platform
motion compensation using the correction pattern of Fig. B and the system pa-
ramneters given by Eqs. (34) and (36)

16
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Pattern II

This pattern uses the same array of omnidirectional elements as the one shown in
Fig. 3 except that the following 34-dB Tschebychev weights are used:

0.1871-
0.3227
0.5251
0.7324
0.9033
1.0000=,-U =100 (37)

0.9033
0.7324
0.5251
0,3227

" I0.1871_

V Using this pattern ,•'r 11) for transmit and receive and uixing the parameters of
Eq. (34), one can car th. ke weights for the first optiraum correction pattern from

I Eq. (30). They are

F0.0628
0.360
0.0269
0.113
0.102

op -0,0852092 (38)
-0.231
-0.363
-0.300
-0.155

L-0.200 J
7/

The amplitude and phase characteristics of this correction pattern are shown in
Fig. 12. The weights Bopt for the second correction pattern are given by

S , i= 2, 3 ... ,N.

* ..When these two patterns are used to correct an MTI canceler (see Fig. 9), with
Gaussian clutter defined by Eqs. (4) and (36), the clutter cancellation vs angle relationship

* - is as shown in Fig. 13. From Fig. 13, we see that again the 24-dB cancellation ratio is
achieved in the main lobe, but output clutter is increased in the sidelobes. Since the side-
lobes are much lower than the main lobe for this pattern, they contribute very little to
the average, and the average cancellation ratio is about 24-dB, the same as for no platform

-. .I motion. For this case then, there is an insignificant loss in average clutter cancellation
due to platform motion, even though sidelobe clutter is increased.

17
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0 -i

0-

-0 -.72 -514 -36 -18 0 18 36 511 72 qu

ANGLE EH0M CINIER OF RNI[NNMiPTIA

Fig, 11-Mean-squared antenna pattern fro a 12-element array wit~h owni-
directional elements at 0.5-wavelongth spacing and 34-dB Ttschebyc~hev

* weights

* Pattern III

For this pattern, element spacing is increased to 0.9 wavelength, and a dipole element
pattern and 34-dB Tschebyehev weights are used. The resulting pattern is shown in Fig.
14. The corresponding weights for the correction patterns, using the parameters of Eq.
(34), arp

0.315
0.160
0.0931
0.0934
0.0901

B' 0.0439 (9
ot -0.0419

-0.133
-0.189
-0.184
-0.0789
-0.171 -

and
b? bý-+ .+ (40)

I ~ The amplitude and phase characteristics of this correction pattern (Eq. (39)) are
shown in Fig. 15. An MTI canceler with input Gaussian clutter defined by Eqs. (4) and

18
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Fig. 12a--Amplitude of the optimum platform motion correction pattern for the
antenna pattern of Fig. 11 and the parameters of Eq. (34)
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Fig. 12b-Phase of the optimum platform motion correction pattern for the
antenna pattern of Fig. I1I and the parametera of Eq. (34)
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Fig. 13-Clutter power at the output and input of an MTI canceler with platform
motion compensation using the correction pattern of Fig. 12 and the system pa-
rameters of Eqa. (34) and (36)
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SFig. 14-Mean4quared antenna pattern for a 12-element array with dipole
elements at 0.9-wavelongth spacing and 34-dB Tschebychev weights
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Fig. tlb-Phase of the optimum platform motion correction pattern for the
antenna pattern of Fig. 14 and the parameters of Eq. (34)
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(36) rejects this clutter as shown in Fig. 16. As with patterns I and 11, the los in main-
lobe clutter cancellation Is insignificant, but sidelobe clutter level increases. However, be-

cause of the low sidelobe level, the loss in average clutter cancellation Is again Insignificant.

The total input clutter to the MTI canceler Is the sum of the clutter from the receiveI
antenna pattern plus that from the correction pattern, In Fig. 16, the cancellation is re-

methodical way, we have shown that the output clutter level can be decreased. Figure 17
shows the sum of the receive pattern (Fig. 14) and the correction pattern (Fig. 15). The

* sidelobes are at about the -26-dil level; therefore sidelobe clutter is at about the - 50-dB
* I level. However, the canceled sidelobe clutter of Fig. 16 is at about the -60.dB level.

Therefore there is about 10 dB of sidelobe clutter cancellation, but not enough to over-

come the additional sidelobe clutter from the correction pattern.

Pattern IV

The last pattern to be considered is shown in Fig. 18. An array of 64 dipole ele-
mentis at 0.5-wavelength spacing and with 34-dB Tschebychev weights is used. From
Eq. (30), the weights for the first correction pattern are computed for the following
parameters:

Oa=90'

vp cos 0,/X =2.4 X PRF. (41)

4
11 Or 2 R4. I Cj(p1) 21,

-20-
output

qNGLE FROH ETRO ANEN PATTERN 72 -'

Fig. 16-Clutter power at the output and Input of an MTI canceler with platform
motion compensation using the correction pattern of Fig. 15 and the system pa-
ramieters of Etim. (34) and (36)
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Fig. 17-Compoalte pattern representing the sum of the receive pattern of
F Ig. 14 and the correction pattern of Fig. 15
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Fi.18 -Mean-squared int4,nna pattern for a 64-element array with dipole
eeetat0.5-wavelength spacing and 34-d13 Tachabychev weights
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The resulting weights are

(BOP0)T 10.625. 0.0847 0.684 .03092-
0.529 -0.0113 0.418 -0.0495
0.331 -0.0724 .0.281 -0.0813
0.243 -0.0788 0.219 -0.0676
0.206 -0.0520 0.195 -0.0351
0.188 -0.0198 0.178 -0.0086
0;165 -0.0082 0.146 -0.0046
0.121 -0.0181 0.0891 -0.0281
0.0519 -0.0485 0.0106 -0.0726

-0.0382 -0.0983 `-0.0772 -0.124
-01119 -O'.146 -0.157 -0.183
-0.;o189 -0.174 -0.212 -0.176
--0.226 -0.169 -0.280 -0.153
-0.221 -0.181 -0.200 -0.106
-0.154 -0.111 0.0511 0.397
-Q.465 0.0631 -0.306 -0.570) (42)

The weights correaponding to the second correction pattern are

=i bjýj..+ 1  (43)

The correction pattern corresponding to the weights of Eq. (42) is shown in Fig..19.

~-20O

Ill

RNCLE FROM CrXrEB OF' ANTENNA PHTTERN

Fig. 19-Optimumn platform motion ccrrectlon pattegh for th, antenna pattern
of Fig. 18 and the parameters of Eq. (34)
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clutter defined by S~q. (36), are shown In Fig. 20. Again, the lose in~ mainlobe clutter
cancellation Is insignificant, aand the sidelobe -level is increased. The average clutter can-
collation ratio is again dominated by the main-lob. clutter, and the loss is therefore
insignificant.

Examination of Fig. 20 shows that the output clutter level in sidelobes very near the
main lobe are especially increased. The composite pattern of Fig. 21 is the resuilt of
adding the correction pattern of Fig. 18 to the receive pattern of Fig. 19. The sidelobes
very near the main lobe are very high around -25 dB. Therefore, the clutter received
through these composite aidelobes would be near the -60-dB level. Figure 20 shows that
after cancellation, the clutter levels in these regions are higher than -60 dBl. therefore,
lees than 10 dB of cancellation Is achieved in these sidelobes, much less than needed to
overcome the higher level due to the correction patteorn.

CONCLUSIONS

A method has been presented for decigning platform motion correction patterns for
AMTI radar systems. The procedure, minimizes the total clutter residue of an AMTI
averaged over all angles. The miethod Is applied to four receivo patterns (Figs. 8, 11, 14
and 18), and the corresponding correction patterns are derived (Figs. 8, 12, 15 and 19).
The resulting clutter cancellation vs relationship angle for a Gaussian clutter spectrum
whose standard deviation is 0.01 times the PlIF is shown in Figs. 9, 13, 16 and 20.

W, OF Cf. I CA im 2s.0

-20-

-70-

-ao-

-10 6 U
-0 -72 -54 -36 -18 18 36. Sq 72 M

RNGLEFR [OM CENTLH. OF RNTELNNR PATTER~N

Fig. 20-Clutter power at teinput and output of an Wlcnee ihpafr
motion compensation using the correction pattern of Fig. 20 and the system pa-
rameaters of Eqs. (36) and (41)
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,- 20-

r.'

S-,O -54 -36 -18 •" 1 6 5I 72 90
ANGLE FnOH CFNTEB OF qNTENNA PFTTEIN

Fig. 21--Compoaite pattern representing the sum of the receive pattern of
Fig. 18 twaid the correction pattern of Fig. 19

c ; An MTI with no platform motion achieves a cancellation ratio of 24 dB against this
Sclutter at all angles (Fig, 4). This ratio is. achieved in the main lobe of all four sample

antenna patterns (Figs. 9, 13, 16 and 20). However, the sidelobe clutter level increases
at tho MTI output in all four cases. For the three patems whose sidelobe level is very
low (-34 dB), the average clutter cancellation ratio is about 24 dB. Therefore, for these
patterns, the loss of clutter cancellation due to platform motion is insignificant.

The technique summarized in Eqs. (30) and (32) provides aasimple procedure for
computing correction pattern weights. The equations are easily programed for solution

* .on digital computers using conventional mathematical routines for integration and matrix
algebra.
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